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The fluctuation problem in cascade theory is viewed from the stand- 
point of the invariant imbedding method of Bellman et al. [l]. The 
correlation functions that are used in the description of the electro- 
magnetic cascades are shown to obey a simple system of two component 
vector differential equations. The advantage of the present method over 
the conventional approach of writing down Kolmogorov forward equa- 
tions for these functions lies in that we encounter 2 x 2 matrices of a 
particular type only. In view of the simplicity of the structure it is possible 
to generalize the equations to correlation functions of arbitrary order. 
The reduction in dimension from 2” x 2” matrices to only 2 x 2 matrices 
which may, at first sight, appear perplexing is due to the fact that each of 
the 2” elements that appear in the single system of differential equations, 
corresponding to the two different initial conditions, can be obtained by 
considering 2” disjoint systems of two component vector equations. 
The imbedding technique is also used to arrive at the independent dif- 
ferential equations satisfied by sequent product densities that are encoun- 
tered in more comprehensive description of electromagnetic cascades. 
The product density techniques [2] that have been developed so far 
adequately explain the method of arriving at the fluctuation in the size of 
cascade showers. Besides affording a method of solving an almost pathalogical 
problem the product density techniques proved to be very effective in des- 
cribing the moments of the number distribution of particles distributed in 
various ranges of energy. Though the equations were written down for the 
number distributions of electrons and photons in an electromagnetic 
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cascade, the methods are equally applicable to any branching process involving 
very many species of particles. The general method consists in defining 
various types of product densities and obtaining the differential equations 
satisfied by them. Since the product density functions, by their very definition, 
are independent of the distribution in number and energy of all the types and 
numbers of particles other than those contemplated in their definition, it is 
not difficult to obtain the differential equations satisfied by these by expressing 
the density function at t + d in terms of those at t, through integro differen- 
tial equations [3]. To be very specific let us consider the various nth order 
product densities encountered in cascades. The system of differential equa- 
tions for these nth order product densities arrived at by the above method 
(known as the last collision method in literature) can be written as 
where the vector F, denotes the different product densities of degree n, 
of electrons and photons, and + is a vector involving product densities of 
degree (n - I), A being a 2” x 2” matrix. Since the nth order system involves 
product densities of degree (n - 1)’ the equations have to be solved recur- 
sively. However, with increasing order of n the equations become unwieldy 
since the order of the matrix that is encountered increases by corresponding 
powers of 2, thus rendering the actual computation of moments greater than 
two, if not impossible, at least formidably difficult. An examination of the 
above method will reveal that an attempt to write down the equation satisfied 
by the product density of degree n, involving correlation of n electrons, forces 
us to introduce product densities of mixed type involving the correlation of m 
electrons and n - m photons. However, for the moment formula for the 
electrons we need only the product densities involving the correlation of 
electron alone. The complicated structure of the 2” x 2” matrix arises from 
the introduction of product density of other types into the equations. How- 
ever, it is possible to avoid the mixed densities if we employ the invariant 
imbedding techniques, by studying the possible outcome of events in the 
initial interval 0 to d of the 0 to t interval, rather than trying to express the 
state of the system at t + d in terms of that at t. The possible events occur- 
ring between 0 and d can only be a bremstrahlung for an electron initiated 
shower and a pair production for a photon initiated shower or the electron 
and photon being constrained to move without any change in their initial 
states.2 We observe that in this case it is sufficient to use a vector equation 
1 This is on the assumption that Bremsstrahlung and pair production is the cause 
of the development of the shower. 
* For simplicity we do not contemplate any ionisation loss. 
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involving two components only (as contrasted with 2” components in the 
previous case), the different components arising from different initial prima- 
ries. This is a decided advantage over the earlier method especially in view 
of the fact that the 2 x 2 matrix is the same whatever be the order of the 
product density involved. Part I of this paper demonstrates the use of the 
above method to the solution of second order electron correlations, while 
in Part II we attempt to deal with the sequent product densities [4] of 
electrons. In the latter case, our method has a distinctive advantage in that 
we are able to write down differential equations for sequent densities 
without recourse to instant product densities. 
PART I 
The stochastic problem of cosmic ray cascade can be stated in the simplest 
mathematical form as follows: 
Given an electron with energy E, , at thickness t = 0, and that: 
1. An electron of energy E radiates a quantum and has residual energy 
between E’ and E’ + dE’ with probability per unit thickness R”)(E’ 1 E) dE’. 
2. A photon of energy E forms an electron pair, one of which has an 
energy between E’ and E’ -+ dE’ with probability R@)(E’ / E) dE’. 
We have to calculate the mean and mean square number of electrons with 
energies above E, at a thickness t of the medium. To obtain these let us 
define the first order product densities: (1) f,l(E, t / E,,) is the product density 
for an electron to be at t with energy between E and E + dE for a shower 
initiated by an electron of energy Es . (2)fi$E, t 1 E,) is the product density 
of a photon initiated shower. As the parent electron enters the medium, 
either nothing happens in the initial interval d and the same electron impinges 
with same energy E, on the rest of the medium to produce the shower later, 
or it may radiate a photon of energy E, - E’ and become an electron of 
energy E’, both of which can now act as two different parents of the shower 
in the rest of the medium. Translating these possibilities in mathematical 
terms, we write down the imbedding equations as 
f,l(E, t + A ) E,) = (1 - A j. P’(E’ I Eo) dE’jf,“(E, t I I$) 
+ A 1 R(E' I E,) [.f,W, t I E') -t fly(E, t I Eo - E')] a' (2) 
and 
f,“(E, t + d ( E,) = (1 - d s Rt2’(E’ 1 E,) dE’jQ(E, t / E,) 
+ 24 1 P’(E’ 1 E,) dE’JIE(E, t ) E’). (3) 
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Hence going to the limit LI -+ 0, the integrodifferential equations for first 
order product densities can be obtained as 
afIt -= 
at - flz(E, t 1 E,) j R’l’(E’ 1 E,) dE’ 
+ j R’l’(E’ I 4,) dE’[flz(E, t I E’) +f,“(E, t I E,)] (4) 
afl’ - = 2 j R’2’(E’ I E,,)f,l(E, t 1 E’) dE’ - f,“(E, t I E,) j Rf2’(E’ 1 Eo) dE’ at 
(5) 
Since the crosssections I?(l) and IF2) are homogeneous in E and E’, it is not 
difficult to see that we can express all these functions, flz(E, t I E,), 
fl$E, t 1 E,,) etc. as functions of E/E,, = E and re-express the above equations 
as 
afh t) ~ = - fiz(E, t) j; R’l’(c’) de’ at 
+ j’ RYE’) [ fi” (5 > t) +fi’ (& 9 t)] de’ (6) 
t 
af+ 4 _ ~-- 
at j1 R’~‘(c’) dc’f,“(e, t) + 2 j-l Rt2’(c’) de’jlz(c t). (7) 0 6 
Taking the Mellin’s transform of the equations with respect to E we obtain 
the matrix equation: 
(8) 
where 
fiz(s, t) = j fiz(e, t) &ldc 
fi”(s, t) = j fi”(c, t) l -lde 
A(s) = j’ (1 - P-l) R’l’(r’) d<‘; 
0 
B(s) = 2 j E+~R(E’) de’ 
C(s) = j’ (1 - •‘)~-l R(l)(/) de’ D = Rf2’(<) de 
s (9) 0 
with initial conditions 
fiZ(S, 0) = 1 and f&s, 0) = 0. (10) 
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This matrix equation can be solved yielding the following results: 
f&, t) = 
1 ___ [(D - A) epAlt + (p - D) e-@lt] 
Pl - 4 
B 
fiY(S, t) = ___ 
P1-4 
[@t _ pt] (11) 
where - h and - p are the eigenvalues of the matrix 
The mean number of particles at thickness t can be easily obtained by 
integratingfiz(E, t) and fiy(E, t) over the desired range of E 
b(n) = 14f(E, t) dE. 
E 
To arrive at the mean square number of particles at “t,” we can write down 
the product densities fzE(El, E, , t 1 E,,) and f&El, E, , t 1 E,,) for the 
electron initiated and photon initiated showers respectively. We are able to 
obtain the imbedding differential equations for these densities by considering 
the possible outcomes of events in the first initial interval 0 - d of the t axis. 
Arguing as before, these equations are 
= -f,‘(E, , E, , t ( Eo) / W(E’ 1 E,,) dE 
+ j- @YE I 4) dE’Lf,W, > 4 3 t I E’) +f,YE, , J-4 s t I Et, - WI 
+ J‘ W’(E’ ) E,) dE’[f,l(E, t J E’)&‘(Ez , t / E,, - E’) 
+f?‘(E, t I J% - E’)h”b% 9 t I E’)l (12) 
and 
~(E,&,W 
= -h”(E, , E, > t I Eo) s Rf2’(E’ I 4,) a’ 
+ s Rt2)(E’ I 4,) dE’Lf,W, , E, , tIE’)+f,l(E,,E,,tIE,--E’)l 
+ 2 s S2’(E’ I E,,) dE’{f,l(E, t 1 E’)fi”(Ez , t 1 E, - E’)}. (13) 
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We can because of the homogeneous nature of the cross-sections write down 
f21 and fg as functions of Ed and e2 where c1 = El/E0 and e2 = Es/E . 
Therefore the above equations become 
+ j R’Y4 dc’ [AZ ($,; t)P (&; tj 
+.A’ (j&s t)hZ (Fi t)] (14) 
and 
afi’(vat) 
at = -f2y(e1e2t) j ZF2’(~‘) de’ 
+ j  Rt2)(4 de' [-fp' (3 +; t) ff2' (&ii i--l';;;; t)] 
+ 2 j R’2’(c’) dLj-lz (+; t)fiz (+,; t) . (15) 
Taking mellin transforms with respect to both c1 and c2 we can easily obtain 
the equations 
afiz(w2; 4 
at = - f2ys1s2; t) [I R(l)(Ef) (1 - l 1+S2-2 1 de’] 
+ j R(l)(&) &‘( 1 - 4s1+s2--2 
Lfi'(w2; 4 +fiYv2; 91 
+ flz(s, t)f,Y(sl t) j Rcl)(d) (1 - E’)@ c’sl-ldc’ 
+fiy(s, t)flz(sl t) j R(‘)(c’) (1 - /)81-l c’*2-1dc’. (16) 
af2Ysls2; t) ~- = 
at -f2”(s1s2; t) W2’(c’) de’ s 
+f2z(sls2; t) 
[s 
R(‘)(d) c’s1+sz-2dc’ 
+ j R(2)(/) (1 _ E’)S’+sn--2 de/] 
+ 2fi”(slt)fiz(s2t) j Rc2+‘) P1-l(l - C)s,--l de’. (17) 
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The above can be embodied in a matrix equation of the type 
2 [f2yslsz; q = - -4(51 + s2 - 1) C(s, + $2 - 1) 
at L f2W2; t) 1 [ B(s, + s2 - 1) -n ] [;::::;] 
+ flWflY(~2~) ~2~~1~2) + fi'WflY~2~) ~2bis,) 
[ flL(%t)flz(s2t) &s2) 1 
(18) 
with the initial condition 
where we define 
fiY% $2 9 0) = f2qs1 s2 ) 0) = 0 (19) 
a2(sls2) = 
s 
R(1)(e’) E’-( 1 - E’)‘~-’ de’ 
a,(s,s,) = 2 j R(‘)(d) d’+( 1 - E’)‘s-~ de’. (20) 
In the above matrix equation, the second vector on the right hand side is 
completely known from the solutions of Eqs. (8) solved previously. Also the 
matrix on the right hand side is identical with the matrix that occurs in the 
first order equations. It is the decided advantage of this method that we are 
only solving a 2 x 2 matrix equation instead of the 4 x 4 matrix equation 
to which we are led if we employ the last collision method to write down the 
cascade equations. It is relevant to point out here that even if we write the 
equations for higher order densities, according to the imbedding technique 
employed here we will be encountering vector matrix equations, where the 
matrix will be the same 2 x 2 matrix and the inhomogeneous vector term 
will include the transforms of lower order densities which have been solved 
for already. The nth order product densities, likewise, satisfy the equations: 
afnz(EIEz ... En; t 1 Z$) 
at 
= - fmZ(E,E, -.. E,; t 1 E,) j- R”‘(E’ 1 E,,) dE’ 
+ f R’l’(E’ j E,) dB’[ fnz(El .*. E,; t 1 E’) + fn”(E1 ... E,,; t 1 E’)j 
+ j @‘(E’ 1 E,,) dE’ rsf;(E, ... E<t 1 E’) f;ei(Ei+, ‘.’ En; t ( E, - E’) 
d=l 
+ fi”(E, ..a Eit 1 E. - E’)f;pi(Ei+, .a. 8,; t I E’,] (21) 
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= -fnV% *a-E,,; tIE,,)~R(e)(E’jEo)dE’ 
+ 
. 
1 W’(E 1 E,,) dE’[fnz(El ... En; t ( E’) + fnz(El .a* En; t 1 E,, - E’)] 
+ 1 d2’(E’ 1 E,) dE’ [nsf;(El ... E,; t 1 E’) f;-,(Ei+, ... E,,; t 1 E. - E’) 
i-1 
+ xfi’(E, ... 4; t I -6, - E’) f,Y_i(Ei+l --- E,t 1 E’)] . (22) 
Taking the n-fold mellin transforms with respect to or , ~a , ... E, these equa- 
tions become 
a fnZ(w2 *** s?z; t) 
at [ fny(s1s2 ... s,; t) 1 
=[ -A(s,+s2+~*~s,-?z+l) C(s,+S2+“‘Sn-?z++) B(i, + s2 **a s, - n + 1) D I 
where 
+= 
la-1 
~a,@1 + s2 + -** si - i + 1, $+I + $+a *** + s, - n + i + 1) 
i=l 
+ z a2(si+l + %+2 .-- s, - n + i + 1, sr + s2 *** + si - i + 1) 
i-1 
x f;-&i+l es* s,; t) fiY(S1 *** si , t) 
zal(sl -t- s2 + a*- si - i + 1, si+r + 0.. s, - tl + i + 1) 
i-l 
 
I 
(24) 
An interesting feature of the above equation is the persistence of the func- 
tions a, and a2 besides A, B, C, and D, with suitable changes in the arguments 
only. Another noteworthy feature of the above equation is the transparent 
409-19 
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manner in which the dependence of the correlation functions on the “bi- 
Mellin-transforms” of the basic cross sections is brought out, without which 
the solutions of the equations will be trivial. 
The solution of the equation (18) for the second order densities is not very 
difficult and can be achieved by the Laplace transform with respect to t. 
The solution thus obtained is found to be identical with the solution for 
fa (E, , Es, t) obtained by Bhabha and Ramakrishnan [3]. 
Once fs” and fi z are known by inversion from their Mellin transforms, the 
problem of fluctuation has been completely solved, since 
c+z5) = jf,l(Et) dE + 2 jjzL(EIEet) dE,dEz . (25) 
PART II 
As was proposed in the introduction we now look at the sequent product 
densities of Ramakrishnan [4] et al. and write down the imbedding equations 
for these. Till now no differential equation for these densities has been written 
down directly and solved. 
fiz~Y(EIEzt,t, 1 E,,) is defined as the sequent correlation density for observing 
an electron energy between E, and El + dE, at t, and another with energy 
between E2 and E, + dE, at t, in a cascade initiated by a primary which is an 
electron or photon with initial energy E. . fiz(EIEzt,t, 1 Eo) refers to an 
electron initiated shower and fsy( ) refers to a photon initiated shower. 
Analyzing what happens in the first interval we can easily write down the 
following 
= (1 - A j R(‘)(E’ 1 E,,) dE’) f,“(EIE,t,t, 1 Eo) 
+ d j JWE’ I 4) Wfil(E&,t, I E’) +fiY(E&,t, I W’)I 
+ d j W’(E’ 1 E,) dE’[flz(E,t, j E’)f,“(E,t, 1 E, - E’) 
+ fi”&tl I Eo - E’) f,W, I WI. (26) 
I f  we consider the limits on the integrals we find that for the integrals con- 
taining fiz the lower limit for E’ is the larger of the two energies El and Ez 
and upper limit E,, . For the integral integral containing f2y the upper limit for 
E’ = E,, - E, where E is the larger of the two, E, and Ez , and the lower 
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limit is zero. In the integral containing fiz(E1tl 1 E’)f,$Eat, 1 E,, - E’) 
the lower limit for E' is E, and the upper limit E, - E, , and this integral 
exists only if E, > E, + E, . Similarly in the last integral E' goes from 
E, to E. -El. 
In exactly the same fashion we seen the following: 
f&Wztl + A, tz + d I 4) 
= (1 -A 1 S2’(E’ 1 E,,)dE')f2~(E,E2t,t2 ) Eo) 
+ d j RYE I Eo) dE'[f2z(E&2tlt2 I E') +f2z(E&lt2 I E, - E')] 
+ A j M2)(E 1 Eo) dE'[flL(Elt, 1 E')f,l(E,t, 1 E, - E') 
+flWzt, I E")f,Y&t, I 4, - E'). (27) 
The limits of the integrals in this equation also follow the same pattern as 
in the previous equation. We can express these two equations in the limit 
d + 0 and in terms of the variable El/E = z’ as: 
afi” af2’ 
at1 + at, 
- = -f*Zf: P’(d) dc’ 
+ j R’l’(d) de’ [f; ($- , +; tlt2) 
+ fJ (j+ &i flf2)l 
+ j JW4 Wl’ ($ tl)fly (& ts) 
j JW4 d4” (& , t) fi” (4, ts) (28) 
afi’ I afi’ _ 
at, at, - - - f2y(c1c2tlt2) R’2’(d) dc’ s 
+ j’ R2(e’) dc’ [ fiz (+ , $- tlt2) 
c 
t-f,” (&T&i v2 )I 
+ s’-‘” R’2’(e’) dc’jlz (+f- , tl) fll (&, , tB) 
+ j” R(2’(d) dc’flz (T , tl) fiz (&, , tZ) . (29) ra 
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Taking the double Mellin transforms with respect to <I and l a on both sides, 
and utilizing the same definitions given in Eq. (20) we can form the following 
partial differential vector matrix equation. 
[ 
flz(~ltl)flY(~2t2) &%) + flY(~ltl)flz(S2t2) &i%) , 
+ flz(sltl)flz(%t2) %(Vz) I (30) 
with the initial conditions given by 
f Yv2W =f&ztz) f2YvzW = 0 
flY(dh) = 0 f~~(s&o) = 0. (31) 
This is an interesting partial matrix equation and can be solved since it is 
only of the 2 x 2 matrix type. This can easily be generalized to correlations 
of arbitrary order, say n, as: 
=[ 
- A(s, + s, + *** s, - n + 1) 
% + s2 a** s, - n + 1) 
C(s, + s2 *** s, - 12 + 1) fnysl *-. s,t, **. t,) 
-D I fnYh *** sntl ‘.. tJ 
n-1 
c a!&1 + % *** si - i + 1, si+1 + -** s, - n + i + 1) 
i=l 
+ 
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In conclusion, we wish to point out that equations of this type have been 
formulated for the limited case of nucleon cascade by Bartlett [S]. However, 
the distinction between the two methods of approach could not be noticed 
since the nucleon cascade can be described by a scalar equation. The striking 
difference of the dimensionality of the vector systems in the two cases is 
intimately connected with the situation that the two systems satisfy different 
initial conditions. This can be made a little more apparent if we attempt to 
obtain the equations satisfied by the product densities connected with all 
other correlations. For any other correlation of nth degree involving m 
photons and n - m electrons will also satisfy the same equations as (32). 
Thus the 2” such systems of two component equations are equivalent to the 
two identical systems of differential equations containing 2” components, but 
satisfying different initial conditions according as the shower is initiated by 
an electron or a photon primary, the equivalence arising from the equality 
of the number of elements of the total systems. 
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